Item No. 50
1-24-2017 BOS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS COUNTY OF SANTA CRUZ
FLOOD CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT, ZONE 7
MEETING AGENDA
Governmental Center Building
701 Ocean Street, Room 525, Santa Cruz, CA
January 24, 2017 – 10:45 AM

A. Call to Order
B. Consideration of Late Additions
C. Additions and Deletions

1.

ORAL COMMUNICATIONS - The Board will receive Oral
Communications. Any person may address the Board during its Oral
Communications period. Presentations must not exceed three minutes or
the time limit established by the Chair, must be directed to an item not
listed on today's Agenda, and must be within the jurisdiction of the Board.
Board members will not take actions or respond immediately to any Oral
Communications presented, but may choose to follow up at a later time,
either individually, or on a subsequent District Agenda.

2.

AS BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SANTA CRUZ COUNTY FLOOD
CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT - ZONE 7,
approve minutes of December 06, 2016

3.

AS BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SANTA CRUZ COUNTY FLOOD
CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT - ZONE 7, consider
call for nominations and elect Chairperson and Vice Chairperson for 2017, as
recommended by the District Engineer

4.

AS BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SANTA CRUZ COUNTY FLOOD
CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT - ZONE 7, Accept and
file this status update on the "Pajaro River Channel Capacity Update 2016" draft
report, as recommended by the District Engineer

5.

AS BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SANTA CRUZ COUNTY FLOOD
CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT - ZONE 7, Accept and
file this status report on the Pajaro River Flood Risk Reduction Project, approve
a letter to the Army Corps of Engineers supporting co-equal flood levels of
protection on both the Monterey County and Santa Cruz County sides of the
Pajaro River, and take related actions, as recommended by the District Engineer
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WRITTEN CORRESPONDENCE - The Board of Directors of the Santa Cruz County
Flood Control and Water Conservation District, Zone 7, acknowledges receipt of the
following items of correspondence which are on file with the District Secretary, and
copies of all items listed on the Written Correspondence Agenda have been circulated
to all members of the Board
a. Watsonville Council Reorganization 2016 Dec 21 (PDF)
b. Letter of Monterey-Santa Cruz Counties to Army Corps 2016 Oct 20 (PDF)
c. Letter of Army Corps of Engineers, 2016 Sept 23 (PDF)
d. Letter of Army Corps of Engineers 2016 Aug 6 (PDF)
e. Chair letter to Army Corps 2016 July 13 (PDF)
f. Letter of DPW to City of Watsonville 2016 July 8 (PDF)

ACCOMMODATIONS FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITES

The County of Santa Cruz does not discriminate on the basis of disability, and no person shall, by
reason of a disability, be denied the benefits of its services, programs, or activities. The Board of
Supervisors’ Chambers, located at 701 Ocean Street, Room 525, Santa Cruz, California is located in
an accessible facility. If you are a person with a disability and wish to attend the meeting and you
require special assistance in order to participate, please contact the Clerk of the Board at (831)
454-2323 (TDD/TTY call 711) at least 72 hours in advance of the meeting in order to
make arrangements. Persons with disabilities may request a copy of the agenda in an alternative
format. As a courtesy to those affected, please attend the meeting smoke and scent free.
Note: The written materials for each item listed on this agenda are available for viewing
electronically on the County's Meeting Portal website, Zone 7 Meeting Group, at:
www.santacruzcounty.us
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
COUNTY OF SANTA CRUZ
FLOOD CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT, ZONE 7

Approval of Minutes

December 06, 2016

___________________________________________________________________________
A. Roll Call
Voting Members Present: Leopold, Friend, Coonerty, Caput, McPherson, Faurot, Bilicich,
Voting Members Absent: None
Non-Voting Members Present: None
Non-Voting Members Absent: None
B. Consideration of Late Additions – None
C. Additions and Deletions - None

_____________________________________________________________________

1. ORAL COMMUNICATIONS - one person addressed the Board
1.1 AS BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SANTA CRUZ COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL
AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT - ZONE 7, APPROVED minutes of June
20, 2016
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

ADOPTED [UNANIMOUS]
Nancy Bilicich, Director
John Leopold, Director
Leopold, Coonerty, Caput, McPherson, Bilicich, Faurot, Friend

1.2 AS BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SANTA CRUZ COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL
AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT - ZONE 7, APPROVED the 2017
Schedule of Meetings:
January 24, 2017 (10:45 a.m.) - Santa Cruz
March 21, 2017 (10:45 a.m.) - Santa Cruz
June 19, 2017 (7:00 p.m. Budget Hearing) - Watsonville
September 19, 2017 (7:00 p.m.) - Watsonville
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

ADOPTED [UNANIMOUS]
Nancy Bilicich, Director
John Leopold, Director
Leopold, Coonerty, Caput, McPherson, Bilicich, Faurot, Friend
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COUNTY OF SANTA CRUZ BOARD OF DIRECTORS
FLOOD AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT, ZONE 7
December 6, 2016 Proceedings
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1.3 AS BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SANTA CRUZ COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL
AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT - ZONE 7, approve contract with
Graniterock Company for $319,500 for construction of the emergency levee repair
measures on the Salsipuedes Creek levees, and take related actions
(1) Approved AUD-74 transferring funds to pay for the construction of emergency repairs at
the two Salsipuedes Creek levee scour sites;
(2) Ratified emergency contract with Graniterock Company in the amount of $319,500 for
construction, including up to ten percent contingency, for the construction of the
emergency repairs on the Salsipuedes Creek levees; and
(3) Authorized the District Engineer to sign the original contract on behalf of the District
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

ADOPTED [UNANIMOUS]
Greg Caput, Director
Nancy Bilicich, Director
Leopold, Coonerty, Caput, McPherson, Bilicich, Faurot, Friend

_____________________________________________________________________

Approved: __________________________________________________________
Chair, Board of Directors

Attest:

__________________________________________________________
Clerk of the Zone 7 Board

Date:

NOTE:

____________________________________

This set of Board of Directors Minutes is scheduled to be approved by
the Board on January 24, 2017
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County of Santa Cruz
Flood Control and Water Conservation District - Zone 7
701 Ocean Street, Room 410, Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4070
Phone:(831) 454-2160 Fax:(831) 454-2123 TDD/TTY: call 711
John J. Presleigh, District Engineer

Meeting Date: January 24, 2017
Date:

January 18, 2017

To:

The Board of Directors

From:

John Presleigh, District Engineer

Subject:

Update on Pajaro River

On November 29, 2016, the District received the “Pajaro River Channel Capacity
Update 2016” draft report, prepared by Northwest Hydraulic Consultants (NHC). The
objective of the draft report is as follows:
 Determine the current capacity of the Pajaro River channel
 Compare the current channel capacity with the original 1949 U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers’ project design flow capacity and previous years’ capacity
analyses
 Quantify the hydraulic capacity created by the District’s Bench Excavation
Project
 Identify areas of channel aggradation and degradation which have occurred
since the previous capacity analysis was performed in 2009
 Evaluate, if necessary, measures for areas where current channel capacity is
lower than the original project design flow capacity
 Assess alternatives to improve levee freeboard and stability
To aid NHC in preparation of the draft report, surveys of the Pajaro River channel were
conducted at 28 locations between Highway 1 and Murphy Crossing Road. In addition,
a vegetation survey was commissioned at these 28 locations. NHC utilized the survey
data to update the channel hydraulic model and the channel composite vegetation
roughness parameters for the capacity analysis.
In summary, results from the draft report are as follows:
 Since the Bench Excavation and Levee Resurfacing Projects, more simple
steady state hydraulic modeling indicates that the channel capacity of the
system increased by approximately 3,000 cubic feet per second (cfs).
 All channel reaches within the District’s jurisdiction now meet or exceed the
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original 1949 project design flow capacity.
 As a result of the District’s Bench Excavation Project, the water surface
elevations for various threshold flood flows were reduced.
 Scour of the aggradation in the low-flow channel has occurred and is largely
attributable to the Bench Excavation Project.
 100-year protection may be achievable along the Pajaro River through the
construction of flood walls along the existing levee alignment. Further
assessments are needed to evaluate levee erosion susceptibility and
geotechnical stability of the levees.
In summary, the District’s Bench Excavation Project has increased the capacity of the
Pajaro River channel and has lowered threshold floodwater surface elevations. The
right bank channel now meets or exceeds the Corps’ capacity maintenance requirement
between Highway 1 and Murphy Crossing Road.
NHC and the District have made the following recommendations going forward:
 Channel be maintained in accordance with the District’s Management and
Restoration Plan to discourage additional sediment deposition
 High-water marks be surveyed at key locations following high-flow events for
use in verifying the hydraulic model (i.e., flow rates greater than 12,000 cfs at
Chittenden)
 Regular surveys of the 28 locations be performed to document channel
conditions and changes
It is therefore RECOMMENDED that your Board accept and file this summary of the
“Pajaro River Channel Capacity Update 2016” draft report.
Submitted by:
Recommended:
Susan A. Mauriello, County Administrative Officer
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County of Santa Cruz
Flood Control and Water Conservation District - Zone 7
701 Ocean Street, Room 410, Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4070
Phone:(831) 454-2160 Fax:(831) 454-2123 TDD/TTY: call 711
John J. Presleigh, District Engineer

Meeting Date: January 24, 2017
Date:

January 18, 2017

To:

The Board of Directors

From:

John Presleigh, District Engineer

Subject:

Call for Nominations

In conformance with the Rules and Regulations of Zone 7, the election of the Zone 7
Board of Directors Chairperson and Vice Chairperson is scheduled for the first regular
meeting of the calendar year. Pursuant to Section 1.11 of the Rules and Regulations,
the Chairperson and Vice Chairperson will be elected by a majority vote.
Both governance and administration of Zone 7 has been effective under the incumbent
Chair. As additional critical legislative and administrative matters will also occur in
Washington, D.C., and elsewhere over the next year, consistency of the Chair as a
representative of Zone 7 will be fundamental to the success of project planning goals.
This is especially important as the project enters its final feasibility stages. Since it has
occurred often in the recent past, Zone 7 staff is recommending that the incumbent
Chair be renominated for another term.
It is therefore RECOMMENDED that the Vice Chairperson call for nominations and that
your Board elect a Chairperson and a Vice Chairperson for 2017.
Submitted by:
Recommended:
Susan A. Mauriello, County Administrative Officer
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County of Santa Cruz
Flood Control and Water Conservation District - Zone 7
701 Ocean Street, Room 410, Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4070
Phone:(831) 454-2160 Fax:(831) 454-2123 TDD/TTY: call 711
John J. Presleigh, District Engineer

Meeting Date: January 24, 2017
Date:

January 18, 2017

To:

The Board of Directors

From:

John Presleigh, District Engineer

Subject:

Status Report on Flood Risk Reduction Project

The proposed Pajaro River Flood Risk Reduction Project has a long history of starts
and stops. Over the last two years substantial progress was recorded with respect to its
acceptance into the Corps SMART planning process, an Alternative Formulation
Briefing Conference, execution of a new Feasibility Cost Share Agreement, execution of
a contract for the required NEPA and CEQA documents, and then the receipt of full
federal funding through completion of the project study. Most of the pressing, timesensitive matters appeared to be resolved.
Yet again, additional time-sensitive matters have resurfaced. This status report
addresses significant issues that presently confront Zone 7 staff. The issues are as
follows:
Additional Schedule Delays: Since the conversion to the Corps SMART planning in
August 2014, the project study schedule has slipped 18 months in what is supposed to
be a three-year planning effort. These delays postpone the study completion date. A
projected conclusion is now well outside the three-year planning window and requires
additional federal attention.
A Pajaro River Watershed Flood Prevention Authority Legislative Conference was held
on October 26, 2016. At the conference Congress Member Jimmy Panetta sought a
process to focus on ways to accelerate the study schedule. A report back is due to that
Board on February 3, 2017. Zone 7 staff is working with others on ways to help move
or accelerate this schedule. The Pajaro River Watershed Flood Prevention Authority is
considering a spring 2017 visit to Washington, D.C., to request priority attention to the
project study. A joint delegation that includes Zone 7 staff and the Flood Prevention
Authority may be advantageous for a Washington, D.C. visit.
Selection of a National Economic Development (NED) Project Alternative:
Selection of an NED project alternative for the main stem of the Pajaro River has not
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advanced since 2008. The draft federal project is an Expanded Ring Levee alternative
that protects the left bank of Reach 4 (Monterey County side) and transfers risk and
potential flooding to the right bank in Santa Cruz County, Zone 7 believes that the
matter of takings and induced flooding on the Santa Cruz County side was analyzed by
Corps technical staff in a White Paper dated November 2014. Zone 7 staff is not
supportive of the Corps proposal in transferring the risk and potential flooding to Santa
Cruz in the Reach 4 agricultural area, and since 2008 has maintained that there needs
to be co-equal flood levels of protection on both the Monterey County and Santa Cruz
County sides of the river. Corps legal staff in the Army Corps of Engineers
Headquarters is in the process of resolving the analysis, which should be completed by
February 2017. Assuming no change to technical staff analysis, an NED project
alternative is scheduled to be delivered to the sponsors by the end of January 2017,
including a project cost and a benefit/cost ratio. The NED alternative is likely subject to
change if Corps legal staff does not accept Corps technical staff analysis and their
proposed mitigations to the identified takings.
The favored federal draft tributary project alternative has recently been revised to
reduce overall costs and to focus flood risk protection in residential areas. It proposes
lesser protection for agricultural lands than previously offered. Zone 7 staff does not yet
have a good graphic of the revised proposed alternative for the tributary area. Such a
graphic has been requested by Zone 7 staff for demonstration purposes but has yet to
be provided by the Corps project planners.
SMART Planning Waiver/Exemption Hearing: Corps project feasibility studies
throughout the country are exceeding the three-year window allotted to projects
accepted into the SMART Planning process. Between December 12th and 14th in
Washington, D.C., the Chief of Civil Works held hearings to receive assessment and
make decisions on options to direct project studies forward or to cease work on the
studies. The Pajaro River Flood Risk Reduction Project hearing was held on December
14, 2016. In advance of the hearing on the Pajaro study, Zone 7 staff communicated
with Corps Headquarters staff to reiterate the extensive work of the Project
Finance/Governance Committee and the sponsor’s overall readiness to move the
project forward once the Corps staff completes their work. Our project is well received
by Corps officials for the sponsor’s readiness to proceed, but an option to move the
project forward has not yet been selected. The option to proceed may be better clarified
once there has been a resolution to the legal matters with respect to the takings
analysis.
The four options for each project presented in the hearing are as follows: (1) to cease
work on the project; (2) to move the project study management to another District; (3) to
move the project study forward on a low-risk schedule; and (4) to move the project
forward on a high-risk schedule. Staff will return to your Board at its scheduled March
21, 2017, meeting with an update on the SMART Planning waiver/exemption status and
in regard to other matters covered in this status report. Zone 7 staff is recommending
that Corps Management staff also address your Board at the March 21, 2017, Board
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meeting.
Exhaustion of Project Study Funding: As a result of ongoing schedule delays and
due to the analysis required for the SMART Planning Waiver/Exemption Hearing, it
became apparent that the project study would require additional time and funding. As
stated earlier in this report, the project study was considered by all to have been funded
through completion, which makes an additional appropriations request more difficult but
not insurmountable. A combination of the deferred status from the hearing and the
Continuing Resolution presently in place for the federal budget makes the advent of
possible new federal appropriations unlikely until April 2017. A project study funding
balance of $200,000 is being reported to Zone 7 staff. That balance may not be
sufficient to carry the study through April and it certainly is not adequate for the requisite
time extension required to complete the study.
The two non-federal sponsors could convey additional funds in advance of a new
federal appropriation. Such an advance, however, requires amending the Feasibility
Cost Share Agreement executed in May 2015, Zone 7 staff recommends doing so.
There is a sufficient balance to the Proposition 1E grant funds contained within the Zone
7 budget to consider making additional contributions. Fiscal estimates to complete the
study over the next two years are approximately $1.4 million to be split evenly between
the federal government and the two Counties as non-federal sponsors. A rough
estimate at this time would suggest an additional matching contribution of approximately
$350,000 for each County over a two-year period. This estimate needs to be refined
and documented by the Corps in the any amendment to the existing Feasibility Cost
Share Agreement.
Outstanding Requirements Of The Feasibility Cost Share Agreement Not
Currently Implemented: County staff has recently reviewed the Feasibility Cost Share
Agreement to seek ways to accelerate the project study schedule. In doing so, it has
been found that a Project Management Plan has not been provided to the sponsors and
that a Study Coordination Team was never assembled to manage information on the
progress of the study and of significant pending issues and actions. Zone 7 staff is
pushing Corps staff for a Project Management Plan and for the creation of a Study
Coordination Team comprised of senior representatives. Both actions should assist
efforts to keep the project study on track and moving forward.
Concluding Remarks: Scheduling and funding problems continue to plague the
progress of the project study but are not insurmountable. Should a legal analysis of
Corps staff takings analysis reverse Corps technical staff’s conclusion, the projected
cost to the sponsors could escalate by up to $40 million. This could dramatically alter
the perceived affordability of the project as established in a prior polling effort.
Information developed and other actions implemented over the next three months will
be critical to the success of the project study and its options for moving forward.
It is therefore RECOMMENDED that your Board:
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1. Accept and file this status report on the Pajaro River Flood Risk Reduction
Project;
2. Direct staff to offer early match contributions pending receipt of Corps
documentation of need;
3. Direct staff to return to your Board to provide and additional update at the
March 21, 2017, Board meeting and to additionally invite senior
representatives from the Corps of Engineers to also address your Board at
that meeting;
4. Direct the Chair of Zone 7 to send a letter to the Army Corps of Engineers to
oppose the transferring of the risk and potential flooding to Santa Cruz in the
Reach 4 agricultural area, and that the Zone 7 Board supports a co-equal
flood levels of protection on both the Monterey County and Santa Cruz
County sides of the Pajaro River; and
5. Direct staff to work with the Pajaro River Watershed Flood Prevention
Authority to consider a joint project-related trip to Washington, D.C., in late
February or early March 2017.
Submitted by:
Recommended:
Susan A. Mauriello, County Administrative Officer
Attachments:
Letter to Army Corps of Engineers
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LIEUTENANT COLONEL JOHN C. MORROW, DISTRICT COMMANDER
U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, SAN FRANCISCO DISTRICT
1455 Market Street, Suite 1673
San Francisco, CA 94103-1398
PAJARO RIVER FLOOD RISK REDUCTION PROJECT DESIGN

Dear Lieutenant Colonel Morrow:
The Counties of Santa Cruz and Monterey have been working for decades to resolve
design deficiencies associated with the 1949 Pajaro River Flood Control Project. Near
flood stage flow occurred in the Pajaro River project area on January 11, and January
12, 2017. Significant damage occurred to project levees during this event and in earlier
March 2016 high flows.
During this latest episode, emergency repair work was undertaken on the right bank of
Reach 4 of the Pajaro River where no improvements have been offered via a National
Economic Development (NED) alternative since before 2008. In 2008, alternative 9D,
the expanded ring levee alternative, was initially proposed for consideration. Then
alternative 9D Revised wherein mitigation is proposed for the transfer of flood risk
associated with inequities in levee size and levels of protection on opposite banks of the
same reach of the river.
Our comment at this time remains two fold and true to our prior comments. First, it is
imperative that the Corps finish the long delayed feasibility study to improve upon the
existing levee system and its eight year storm level of protection. The Santa Cruz
County Flood Control and Water Conservation District – Zone 7 fully supports the rapid
completion of this long overdue study. Given the recent potential flood event, it is our
Board’s strongest conviction to again reiterate the need to improve the existing levee
system and its limited protection. This request also reiterates that the inequity in levee
size and level of protection in Reach 4 is unacceptable. This simply does not meet local
sponsor objectives for an acceptable flood risk reduction project. This sentiment was
relayed in prior correspondence dated September 10, 2009, June 24, 2009, and on May
28, 2009. A NED project alternative has not been designed which addresses the
inequity in levee size and level of protection. The delay in selection of a NED project
alternative is largely attributed to work associated with Corps staff consideration of
induced flooding and takings identified in a draft White Paper on Reach 4 Flood Risk
Transfer dated November 7, 2014. Second, we strongly urge your diligence and
commitment to rectify the inequities in levee size and level of protection throughout the
project area.
The Santa Cruz County Flood Control and Water Conservation District – Zone 7
requests that these items are addressed. Please contact me or John Presleigh, District
Engineer, at (831) 454-2160 if you need any assistance or clarification on this request.
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Attachment: Letter to Army Corps of Engineers (3284 : Status Report on Flood Risk Reduction Project)

SUBJECT:

Related Correspondence

Item No. 5

Zone 7 BOS
Jan. 24, 2017
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Attachment: Watsonville Council Reorganization 2016 Dec 21 (3285 : Written Correspondence - Zone 7)
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WC Z7-2
Attachment: Letter of Monterey-Santa Cruz Counties to Army Corps 2016 Oct 20 (3285 : Written
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Attachment: Letter of Monterey-Santa Cruz Counties to Army Corps 2016 Oct 20 (3285 : Written
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Attachment: Letter of Monterey-Santa Cruz Counties to Army Corps 2016 Oct 20 (3285 : Written
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c

Attachment: Letter of Army Corps of Engineers, 2016 Sept 23 (3285 : Written Correspondence - Zone 7)
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c

Attachment: Letter of Army Corps of Engineers, 2016 Sept 23 (3285 : Written Correspondence - Zone 7)
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d

Attachment: Letter of Army Corps of Engineers 2016 Aug 6 (3285 : Written Correspondence - Zone 7)
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d

Attachment: Letter of Army Corps of Engineers 2016 Aug 6 (3285 : Written Correspondence - Zone 7)
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e

Attachment: Chair letter to Army Corps 2016 July 13 (3285 : Written Correspondence - Zone 7)
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Attachment: Chair letter to Army Corps 2016 July 13 (3285 : Written Correspondence - Zone 7)
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f

Attachment: Letter of DPW to City of Watsonville 2016 July 8 (3285 : Written Correspondence - Zone 7)
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Attachment: Letter of DPW to City of Watsonville 2016 July 8 (3285 : Written Correspondence - Zone 7)

